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Abstract - Software crash is a serious problem in production environment. When it crashes the crash report is generated and it is sent to developers to debug based on user permission. These crash reports are received by error reporting systems for example windows has windows error reporting system to efficiently handle the crash reports. These crash reports are stored into set of buckets. These buckets may contain duplicate crash reports which are produced by the same bug. The information stored in bucket helps the developer to prioritize the bugs to be fixed. If bucket contains duplicate crash reports it takes developer more time to fix bug and it decreases the efficiency of the bucketing system. Hence we reviewed some existing methods to analyse the crash reports and some methods to group them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Crashes in software are the more sever facts in software bugs. crashes are given top priority to be fixed. To overcome this problem many crash reporting system like windows error reporting system[5],Apple crash reporting system[1],and Mozilla crash reporting system[14] are developed. This error reporting system collects crash reports from end user during the time of crash. Software development team spends more time and resource on testing the software before releasing it. But the software still contains bugs. These bugs will cause the crash. When crash occurs the crash reports are sent to error reporting system like servers. Example WER servers in windows error reporting system [5]. These servers organize the crash reports into multiple buckets and automatically convert them into bug reports. The bug reports finally sent to software developer to fix it [21] as shown in the fig 1.

These crashes are due to executing invalid machine instructions some other causes are incorrect address in program counter, buffer overflow and triggering the unhandled exception. These crash reports contain information like application name, application version, application build date, module name and version, module build date and module offset which is crashed and its call stack traces. These information helps the developer to determine the reason for crash[5,17].In many cases, more number of crash reports are generated. In such cases crash reports generated by the same bug and they are called duplicate crash reports. So it is important to make theses duplicate crash reports to organize in one group it reduces the debugging time and effects of the developers.

Crash reports in windows error reporting are grouped according to buckets. These buckets contain crash reports which are caused by the same bug. Many methods are used to generate the buckets [5].Based on the number of crash reports stored in each bucket bug fixing efforts are prioritized by the developers. A bucket with large number of crash reports are investigated with high priority compared to bucket with small number of crash reports. It is common that crashes generated by one bug is spread to more than one bucket (the “Second bucket problem”)[5].One more problem in WER is only one or few crash reports are present in buckets (The “long tail” problem). These bucketing problem decreases the effectiveness of prioritizing the bugs to be fixed and problem diagnosis.

In recent years, methods for determining the duplicate crash reports are proposed by many researchers. Liu and Han[11] proposed R-Proximity, in which two failed crash traces are similar if they have same fault locations which are determined by fault localization method. Bartz et al[3] proposed a method which uses a call stack similarity to determine duplicate crash reports. These methods requires some parameters to be tuned and automatic learning of these optimal values of the parameters requires more computational cost and it is difficult to implement. Lohman et al [12] proposed a method for quick identification of the duplicate crash reports. In this method the formation of similarity matrix is different. Modani et al [13] proposed a method in which known crash problems are determined based on call stack similarities. In this method they proposed
two similarity matrices, top-k indexing and inverted index. The crashes are similar if the top-k frames are same in both call stacks. In inverted indexing if more function are similar between two stacks then they have higher similarity. The crash reports organized by bug tracking system contain information about bug and they are treated as text documents. Some researchers proposed methods for information retrieval techniques to determine the textual similarity between the two crash reports[16]. Wang et al[19] combined both textual similarity and execution stack trace similarity to determine the duplicate crash reports. Accuracies in their methods are found around 40% to 60%. Debug advisor[2] is one more recommended system which helps to determine duplicate crash reports and it also provides information which is use full for debugging. It also use call stack similarity to find the similarity of crash reports.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Some of the existing methods to analyse the crash reports and methods to fix the crash

2.1.1 Measuring the similarity in bug reports

Bogdan Dit[6] proposed a method for measuring textual coherence of user comments in the bug reports. These textual coherence in the user comments may affect the comprehensibility of bug reports hence it is very important to measure the textual coherence. Latent Semantic Analysis[LSA][7,9], is a statistical method for determining the meanings of words in natural language. This method is used to measure the textual coherence of natural language texts. This method also helps to extract the information in stack traces and source code and helps in the automatic assessment of bug reports.

2.1.2 Debugging large crash reports

Windows error reporting system collects the billions of crash reports and it automatically classifies the errors into buckets[8]. The software components grow to large number in the single system. With large number of components, it is very difficult to isolate the main cause of the crash. WER uses a progressive approach to collect crash data and helps the developers to collect detailed information when required. WER uses error statistics as a tool in debugging; this helps developers to isolate the bugs that could be found at smaller scale.

2.1.3 Classifying the crash reports to fix the bugs

Tejinder Dhaliwal [10] proposed Two-Level grouping approach of crash reports. This approach is efficient because it compares only top method signature of the stack traces. In this method crash-type may contain crash-reports caused by multiple bugs. Hence the author suggested two level grouping approaches. In first level grouping it clusters the crash reports based on the top method signature of the stack traces to form crash-types. The subgroups within a crash type create the second level grouping and it helps developers to analyse and fix bugs. This method uses Lowenstein distance [20] to determine the similarity between stack traces.

2.1.4 Crash analysis in windows

Analysis of crash or data failure is important for system designers and developers to improve operating system dependability [4]. Most of the operating systems crashes are due to poorly written device driver’s codes. The system designers must analyse the data and it helps to understand the root failure caused in the system and helps to build more stable and resilient system. Analysing the failure data or crash reports helps to improve the quality of service.

2.1.5 Locating faulty function based on crash stack information in crash reports

Software often crashes. When crash happens, the crash report with is sent to the development team. Software development team may receive hundreds of stack traces from all deployment sites and many stack traces may be due to same problem. It takes longer duration of time for developer to analyse each traces. Hence Rongxin Wu [15] proposed a crash Locator, a method used to automatically locate the faulty function by generating approximate crash traces by expanding the crash traces. After obtaining the complete stack trace the cyclometric complexity, Functional Frequency, Inverse Bucket Frequency, Average Distance to crash point values are calculated and obtain the overall score and based on the obtained score the functions are ranked and this information is useful for the developers for fixing the problems.

2.1.6 Refresh: a tool used for capturing and reproducing crash reports

Many programs have hidden bugs that cause the program to fail. To fix this problem, it will be difficult to reproduce the failure consistently. Reproducing a failure will be more difficult and takes longer duration of time, especially when the failure is discovered by a user in a deployed application. It is difficult to find and eliminate a software failure, and especially to verify a solution, without the ability to consistently reproduce the failure. S. Artzi [18] proposed a
method ReCrash which has two phases. First phase is the monitoring phase in which ReCrash maintains a shadow call-stack containing partial state of the arguments to the methods on the original call-stack. When the program fails (i.e., crashes), ReCrash serializes the shadow stack contents, including all heap objects referred to from the shadow stack. Second phase is Test Case Generation. ReCrash generates candidate tests by calling methods from the de-serialized shadow call stack. Each test executes the original method using the de-serialized receiver and arguments (stored at the time of the crash). ReCrash outputs multiple tests to create a better view of the failure for the developer.

3. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviewed the existing methods to analyse the crash reports and methods to group the crash reports to fix the bug. For analysing the crash reports more works like Crash reporting system, Replication of crashes, predicting the modules which are prone and statistical debugging are reviewed. This method helps to reduce the debugging effort and time of the developers and also helps to prioritize which bugs needs to be fixed first.
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